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Carpenter/Robbins Commercial Real Estate, Inc., is seeking to hire a market research person to work on 
project specific assignments.   
 

Carpenter/Robbins Commercial Real Estate, Inc is an established firm which represents the interests of 
Government agencies in the Western United States and the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs across 
the country. 
 
The Mission:  To be the leading real estate advocate for government  

 
Representing users of real estate in their pursuits to lease, acquire and dispose of real estate assets is a 
passion for all of us.  We take great pride in avoiding the representational conflicts of interest that most 
commercial real estate companies pretend they don’t have. 
 
The Qualifications:  
Minimum three years of Commercial Real Estate experience 
Highly ethical 
Strong research and analytical skills 
Strong writing skills 
Proactive  
 
Candidate Profile: 
We are looking for an individual who wants a challenging and highly worthwhile way to spend their 
business time each day.  This individual values a small, cooperative, collegial firm in which the associates 
work together to accomplish common goals for our clients. This position can be handled remotely but 
requires the ability to work with management and associates in several time zones during the day. 
 
The History: 
We formed Carpenter/Robbins Commercial Real Estate, Inc. in 1998 to provide real estate services to our 
business neighbors in the San Francisco Bay Area and in the Western United States for our government 
clients. Our services are not transaction oriented, but rather we have positioned the firm as a commercial 
real estate resource to key real estate decision makers.  
 
The Job: 
The work required would include, but is not limited to, the following: 
 

1. Real estate market research for a particular geographic area assigned.  Research includes 
current rental rates, market availability, operating expenses and any concessions being offered in 
that particular market, such as tenant improvement allowances.  The ideal candidate would be 
able to research a variety of relevant sources and describe market trends and short-term 
forecasts. 
 

2. Data analytics-after the data is collected, reviewing and writing a comprehensive market report 
that would ultimately justify rental rates and concessions to be negotiated for a particular project in 
that geographic area.   

 
This is an independent contractor position and will be paid hourly for services performed. 
 
Please forward a resume to: 
Alyce Rados, President 
arados@crcre.com 
 


